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The significant recovery in stock prices since the 
March lows has been perplexing to many 
observers. As it occurred against a backdrop of 
only spotty improvement in economic data 
following a sudden, severe, and unexpected 
recession and the ominous resurrection of 
growing Covid-19 hotspots in a number of states. 
Investors may be viewing this as a severe, but 
potentially short-lived trauma, similar to a natural 
disaster. Labor markets and economic activity 
typically recover quickly from these isolated 
events, as the recession is created by a brief 
setback, as opposed to a traditional recession, 
which is the consequence of economic excesses 
built up over an extended expansion.      

Prior to the pandemic and the containment 
strategy, the U.S. economy was experiencing solid 
economic growth, low inflation, and fifty-year 
lows in the unemployment rate. The natural 
disaster analogy seems appropriate assuming the 
virus risk quickly passes, allowing for sharp 
increases in economic activity as consumer and 
producer confidence rebounds.   

In late March, quick, aggressive maneuvers by the 
U.S. Federal Reserve and Treasury calmed fears 
of more severe dislocation across the economy, 
banking system, and financial markets from the 
Covid-19 quarantine containment strategy. These 
tactics again proved to be a ballast to turn the tide 
and stop the bleeding, similar to the 
unprecedented moves during the 2008 credit 
crisis when the Fed and Treasury provided the 
so-called “bazooka” of liquidity to support the 
flailing banking system.  

As the Covid-19 pandemic was forecasted to 
have a greater impact on GDP than the Great 
Depression, the fiscal stimulus and monetary 
liquidity injected was three to four times the 
magnitude of the 2008-09 financial crisis, and 
materialized much more quickly.  With nearly 
30% of annual GDP support administered, the 
Fed’s balance sheet swelled from less than $4 
trillion to $7.2 trillion and can be considered a 
quadruple-barreled Howitzer employed to fight 
the Covid-19 “natural disaster”. Although 
progress has been made, longer-term it remains 
to be seen what effect the ballooning national 
debt and deficit will have in the coming years. 
For the time being, the historical low level of 
interest rates makes debt service relatively easy. 

The speed and supply of financial support, along 
with increased knowledge on how to address the 
virus (treatments and vaccine developments) 
fueled the second quarter rise in stock and bond 
prices. Likewise, the May employment data, 

reported in early June, added an incremental 
boost to investor optimism, as econometric 
models severely underestimated the rebound.  
Against the expectations of rising 
unemployment, the reported 2.5 million jobs 
gained pushed unemployment rates down to 
13.3% in May. This unprecedented surprise 
versus expectations caused investors to briefly 
send the S&P 500 to a positive year-to-date 
return, and within 5% of all-time high levels. 

Continued improvement in employment trends 
and rising consumer confidence support the 
theory of perceiving this situation as similar to a 
natural disaster; however, no one is comfortable 
today to sound the all-clear on the virus and its 
related economic impact.   

Structural changes along with the accelerated 
adoption of previously existing trends are the 
cornerstone of post-pandemic predictions for 
the economy and consumer behavior.  Stay-at-
home orders have turbo-charged work-from-
home and internet shopping paradigm shifts. As 
a result, urban mass transit, high-rise offices, air 
travel, and mass gathering situations (sporting 
events and cruises) are viewed to have the 
longest runway to full recovery.  Air travel alone 
is not expected to exceed 2019 levels until 2023.   

The lack of definitive data regarding the vitality 
and containment of the virus supports the 
conventional wisdom of requiring an effective 
and broadly available vaccine to truly put the 
pandemic to rest. The recent rise in Covid-19 
cases has increased fears of a second wave of 
infections and the potential need to shut the 
economy again. The stay-at-home order was an 
attempt to tackle the spread of the virus in order 
to minimize the chances of overwhelming local 
medical resources. The relatively quick 
advancement in treatments and vaccine 
development lends optimism that a protracted 
shut down should not be implemented again.     

Financial markets are a forward-looking 
mechanism.  Historically, stocks bottom when 
the economic news is still bad, as investors 
discount the immediate situation and anticipate a 
turn to eventual improvement. While the longest 
running economic expansion has come to an 
abrupt end, the extreme impact of Covid-19 on 
global economies makes applying historical 
comparisons to predict the path of recovery very 
difficult. 

Europe and Asia are providing fiscal stimulus for 
the first time in many years, and continue to 
provide monetary support as well. The lack of 
fiscal stimulus, especially in Europe, has delayed 
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Arcataur Large Capitalization 
Equity Portfolio - This portfolio 
offers investors a separately 
managed account consisting of 
high quality, blue chip stocks.   
Our strategy focuses on 
maximizing expected return 
through constructing diverse 
portfolios covering most major 
industry sectors.  On average, this 
portfolio could hold 65 stocks;  
however, the largest 15 could 
account for as much as 45% of the 
portfolio. 

Arcataur Investment Grade 
Fixed Income Portfolio - This 
portfolio offers investors a 
separately managed account 
focusing on Treasuries, Agencies,  
corporate bonds and municipal 
bonds, with an average portfolio 
credit rating of A or better.  Our 
approach is to actively manage 
interest rate risk and credit risk 
while minimizing liquidity risk to 
generate conservative risk-adjusted 
total return.   

Arcataur Managed Balance 
Portfolio - This portfolio offers 
investors a separately managed 
account which seeks to preserve 
capital during difficult market 
periods while allowing growth 
opportunity in good market 
conditions.  Arcataur has 
developed a model that assists us 
in determining the relative 
attractiveness of stocks versus 
bonds.  When our models and 
fundamental analysis indicate 
stocks are more attractive, we will 
be near our upper end of the range 
for stocks (75%).  Conversely, 
when bonds are favored, we will 
be near the lower end of the stated 
range for stocks (45%).   

a more vigorous economic recovery for the last decade. The virus-related stimulus along with the 
finalization of Brexit could provide the opportunity, at last, for improved future growth. China 
continues to be a wild card to global growth due to the ongoing trade disputes with the U.S. and the 
more recent policy changes toward Hong Kong. Restrictions on Hong Kong have fortified a broader 
global response due to the prior promise of economic autonomy. China’s outward aggression toward 
Hong Kong and Taiwan, and the dramatic worldwide negative impact Covid-19 had on global 
economies and citizens’ health, has unified U.S. political views on China. The global community 
understands the importance of the Chinese economy.  However, during the pandemic, the inherent 
conflict of a centrally-planned government trying to operate a market-based economy shines light on 
the clash between being fair and open in the global marketplace on one hand and the communist 
need for control on the other.  

The oil and energy-related sector has recently stabilized as significant oil production reductions were 
coupled with some improvement in demand from unrivaled low levels. Physical oil traded below $10 
in April and was punctuated with oil futures contracts actually trading at negative prices in late April, 
as financial buyers were unable to take delivery of physical barrels of oil due to full storage capacity. 
As the economy began to reopen, global oil prices rose above $30 in May and are now trading in a 
range of $30 to $40. Historically, air travel alone has represented nearly 30% of energy consumption 
worldwide. The projected slow recovery in air travel demand will dampen oil prices for the 
foreseeable future. 

Corporate profit expectations for 2020 have declined dramatically over the past three months as S&P 
500 annual earning estimates dropped by more than 20% since March, which reflects the 
containment strategy/stay-at-home restrictions put in place. Investors have focused on the potential 
earnings growth trajectory in the third and fourth quarter along with continued positive expectations 
for 2021.  Traditional valuation measures on future earnings can be difficult during normal recessions 
and incrementally more challenging with the swift and dramatic current recession. Current valuations 
are not out of line versus historical comparisons, but the length of the recession will be an important 
factor for investors to deal with. 

For the quarter, the S&P 500 (total return) was up 20.5%, and the Dow Jones Industrial Average 
rose by 18.5%. The technology-heavy NASDAQ Composite was the market leader, up 31.0% in the 
quarter, is now up 12.7% year-to-date, as the well-capitalized technology mega-cap companies were 
sought after by investors for both financial security and growth. The S&P 600 Small Cap Index rose 
by 21.9% and the S&P 400 Mid–Cap was up 24.1%, recovering a significant amount of the drubbing 
in March.  Developed international markets rose by 14.9% and emerging markets were up by 17.9% 
for the quarter.   

All eleven industry sectors were up in the quarter; however, there were degrees of separation in 
performance. The technology sector continues to be a leader during the quarter and for the last 
twelve months. More economically sensitive sectors (consumer discretionary, energy, and materials) 
had a solid recovery from an extremely oversold position during the previous quarter. It also reflects 
a potential shift by investors towards value or underperforming segments of the market. The 
consumer discretionary sector continues to benefit by the sector’s largest weight and market leading 
stock performer, Amazon. Interest rate sensitive and defensive sectors (utilities, consumer staples, 
real estate, financials and healthcare) lagged during the quarter. The chart below illustrates how all the 
sectors performed in the quarter and for the trailing twelve months.  

Clouds Passing or Eye of  the Storm (cont.) 

Consumer
Discretion

Info.Tech Energy Materials S&P 500
Communication

Services
Industrials Healthcare Financials Real Estate

Consumer
Staples

Utilities

3 Months 32.9% 30.5% 30.5% 26.0% 20.5% 20.0% 17.0% 13.6% 12.2% 13.2% 8.1% 2.7%

12 Months 12.6% 35.9% -35.8% -1.1% 7.5% 11.1% -9.0% 10.9% -13.9% -2.0% 3.6% -2.1%
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Sector Total Return for the Three and Twelve Months Ended June 30, 2020

Source:  FactSet 



After significant volatility and declines in Treasury yields in the first 
quarter, the government bond market was relatively quiet through-
out the second quarter, leaving yields near historic low levels. The 
10-year Treasury yield ended the quarter at 0.66%, up marginally 
from 0.62% on April 1st, while the 2-year Treasury bond yield fin-
ished slightly lower, as it dropped to 0.15% compared with 0.20% at 
the beginning of the quarter. As a result, the 2 to 10-year Treasury 
spread curve expanded a bit, rising from 0.40 to 0.52 percentage 
points. The chart below illustrates the dramatic shift in rates and the 
yield curve (Treasury bonds of various maturities) over the last 6 
months, and versus previous high levels in 2018 and 2007.   

The Fed took aggressive action in the fixed income markets as the 
severe economic impact of the virus became apparent. The Fed left 
the Federal Funds (bank overnight interest) rate near zero targeting 
a range of  0.0 – 0.25% and Fed Chair Jerome Powell has stated 
that the Fed “is not even thinking about thinking about raising 
rates” at this time. They further committed to provide capital to 
private firms, as the Fed began to buy corporate bonds and fixed 
income ETFs (exchange traded funds) for the first time ever, and 
expanded the Fed’s balance sheet from $3.9 trillion to $7.2 trillion 
in order to support their efforts. They explicitly stated they will uti-
lize these extreme measures and “do whatever it takes” to fund 
individuals and businesses until the virus is under control and the 
economy starts to heal from its impact. This increase in leverage 
creates longer-term risks, but has certainly stabilized markets to date 
and has provided a lifeline to cash-strapped businesses and consum-
ers most directly impacted by the virus. 

International demand for U.S. bonds also continues to push Treas-
ury yields lower. Japanese and Euro-bonds of similar maturities 
have lower and even negative nominal yields, which make U.S. 
bonds more attractive, as illustrated by the chart above. While this 
has been a factor for some time, it continues to impact the entire 
U.S. bond market. 
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Fed Liquidity and Government Stimulus Calm the Market 

In late March, credit spreads (the yield premium investors require 
for the higher risk of owning corporate bond versus treasury bonds) 
jumped to eleven year high levels, driving corporate bond prices 
down dramatically and corporate bond yields up. This move was 
brief, as the bond market reacted very favorably and swiftly to the 
action by the Fed. By mid-April, yields significantly decreased (bond 
prices rose) from their highs in March and are now roughly where 
they were before the dramatic decline in the economy, near long-
term lows. As corporate bond spreads normalized, many companies 
took advantage of this opportunity to raise capital at very inexpen-
sive rates. This should help these firms to more comfortably weather 
the economic weakness caused by the pandemic. 

The chart below illustrates a long-term history of yields on high 
quality corporate bonds with 5 to7-year maturities. Historically, this 
is a market segment targeted by Arcataur’s Investment Grade Bond 
portfolio to find high quality bonds with solid yields and returns for 
client portfolios. Generally, as the economy weakens or goes into a 
recession, investors demand higher spreads since corporate bonds 
are not as safe as Treasury bonds. In the last two recessions, spread 
widening lasted years, not weeks, as it has this time. This could indi-
cate that wider spreads may develop if the economic recovery falters 
or is delayed. It may also imply that the Fed action and the virus 
make it different this time.  With credit spreads tightening through-
out the second quarter and interest rates falling, finding sufficient 
returns in the bond market has become more difficult.  

While these low yields are attractive to those borrowing money, they 
create an environment where investors struggle to find bonds with 
both reasonable safety and acceptable returns. As such, at current 
yield levels, Treasury and corporate bonds with maturities of less 
than 10 years are priced at yields below the current inflation rate. 
This means that ‘real’ returns (coupon minus inflation) are negative, 
robbing investors of their future purchasing power.  

While bonds provide a balance and diversification to portfolios, we 
view current yields as unattractive relative to inflation and versus 
stocks long term. Arcataur continues to focus on high quality bonds. 
As credit spreads widened in late March and early April, we were 
able to find some unique value with new issues of 5 to 7-year matur-
ities of high quality corporate bonds near or exceeding 4% coupons. 
Those values disappeared quickly by mid-April. 

We continue to focus on finding appropriate fixed income invest-
ment opportunities using our disciplined process relating to specific 
bonds, credit quality and overall portfolio diversification. Our pa-
tience and discipline have served us well over the long-term. The 
overall quality rating of the fixed income portfolio is mid-single A. 
Aggregate weighted average duration (average maturity) remains 
shorter due to the historically low level of interest rates. Portfolio 
liquidity is sufficient to take advantage of opportunities that may 
arise.   
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In our first quarter newsletter, we 
outlined a four step process in order to 
move forward towards normalcy. We 
are pleased that the first three 
milestones have been met during the 
past three months and have been 
reflected by the recovery in stock prices.  
This leaves the fourth step, a fully 
functioning global economy, yet to be 
realized. Back in April, we projected this 
would be a tougher goal to accomplish 
and didn’t expect it to materialize until 
later in 2020 and into 2021.   

We also suggested that the stock market 
is a forward looking mechanism that can 
move dramatically before the “all-clear” 
bell has rung. While we expected 
improving market dynamics, we didn’t 
envision the second strongest quarterly 
return for U.S. stocks in the last 22 
years, which followed on the heels of 
the weakest performance in 33 years 
during the first quarter.   

Currently stock market pundits have 
opined a full spectrum of predications 
for stock prices, from the market being 
ahead of itself or overvalued, to the 
early stages of new bull market after a 
swift and vicious bear market. Based 
upon our experience and discipline, we 
stand firmly in the middle and continue 
to expect volatility, but within a 
narrower trading range than we have 
seen thus far in 2020. 

The aggressive and swift moves by the 
Fed and Treasury, along with 
extraordinary fiscal stimulus, were the 
key stabilizing forces during the worst 
days in March. Science has also moved 
at warp speed and many of the 
offsetting mechanisms in our economy 
took hold. The strong financial 

Third Quarter 2020 Investment Outlook 
condition of many (not all) U.S. 
corporations, banks, and even consumers 
allowed for the collective economy to 
weather the initial force of the two-headed 
natural disaster—the human toll of Covid-
19 and the stay-at-home containment 
strategy. 

The current situation may be similar to the 
aftershocks from an earthquake; while the 
all-clear signal has not yet sounded, at this 
point we all have the urge to move 
forward. 

Although we do not anticipate the U.S. 
stock market will revisit the March 23rd 
lows based upon current fundamentals,  
investors should anticipate continued up 
and down moves in the coming months.  
Based upon our experience, volatility 
provides potential trading opportunities 
within an appropriate risk tolerance range 
that fits each investor’s unique situation.   

It is extremely difficult to predict the 
timing and eventual outcome of this unique 
environment we find ourselves in. As 
experienced investment managers, we 
believe it is prudent to maintain long-term 
strategic equity allocations, but we are 
prepared to take advantage of the elevated 
stock market swings to rebalance portfolio 
weights. We will continue to use our asset 
allocation discipline as in the past to trim 
equities into strength and add during 
weakness versus trying to time short-term 
peaks and troughs, which is always 
extremely difficult.  

The virus and true scientific results 
(treatments and vaccines) will be a major 
force in moving markets, both up and 
down, in the coming months. 
Economically, employment trends, 
corporate profits, consumer confidence, 

and efficient use of capital all have the 
potential to make stock prices rise with 
positive results and conversely produce 
market corrections with disappointing news. 
Investors need to be prepared. 

The June employment report continued the 
strong recovery trend of May with significant 
job gains of 4.8 million, reducing 
unemployment to 11.1%. With the Payroll 
Protection Program (PPP) extended to the 
first week of August, a true gauge on 
employment and the recovery may not be 
apparent until later in the summer and into 
the fall. 

The uncertain economic outlook has led 
corporate capital allocation shifts to a more 
conservative stance in order to preserve cash. 
Capital spending has been reduced, while 
share repurchases and dividend payments 
have been cut or suspended altogether. We 
view these changes as prudent in order to 
weather this storm. 

We expect the November elections and 
recent political unrest to heighten market 
volatility in the coming months. Democratic 
presumptive nominee Joe Biden has recently 
laid out a partial reversal of the 2018 tax 
reductions. If enacted, higher taxes could 
potentially reduce corporate profits by 5 to 
10% annually on top of the earnings impact 
from the current recession, which is 
estimated to reduce the S&P 500 earnings by 
more than 20%. 

Diversification and quality are a focus of our 
research and management approach. Client 
total portfolios remain well diversified, and 
liquidity provides security and the flexibility 
to take advantage of expected future 
volatility. We utilize market volatility 
incrementally where appropriate for clients, 
but under the circumstances, patience is 
required.    

Market Volatility Indicates Opportunities and Risks 
The common definition of volatility is the tendency for something or someone to change rapidly and unpredictably. For investors, the best, 
but imperfect measure of volatility is the CBOE Market Volatility Index (VIX) designed for pricing options (stock exposure with a leverage 
factor).  When volatility is lower than normal, the VIX indicates less short-term stock market variability than usual (as in 2017), while an ele-
vated VIX can indicate outsized short-term moves that have been commonplace this year.  When equity markets collapsed in March, the 
VIX soared to 66, a 12-year high, up dramatically from the 15 to 20 range witnessed over the previous 30 months.  With the sharp recovery 
in stock prices, the VIX has now steadily declined to below 30, highlighting its far greater sensitivity to negative events that push stock prices 
lower. Market corrections (5 to 10%) or outright bear markets (over 20% declines) are much more volatile than bull markets, which illustrate 
the spike in the VIX as markets struggle. A potentially predictive way of looking at volatility is to suggest the range of outcomes in upcoming 
events likely to influence stock prices. We believe that investors today are looking at a series of circumstances, all of which have the ability to 
significantly affect the course of stock prices and with significant variance in near-term prospective outcomes, the human toll and the related 
impact with Covid-19 being the most obvious.  We may continue to muddle economically through the virus, slowly accumulating treatment 
capability and herd immunity, while not swamping current hospital capacity.  However, it could be just as likely that we have a dramatic posi-
tive development, like a vaccine or a truly effective treatment, or a disheartening negative development, like failed vaccines or overwhelmed 
hospitals. No one knows for sure today, but the course of the economy and the markets will depend on the answer. The impending election 
will also contribute to volatility in stock prices. There is no doubt that a Biden Presidency would be substantially different than a second 
Trump term in a number of ways, many of which will impact stock prices. The social discourse in the U.S. and Hong Kong has the potential 
to change the political and economic system in ways that can impact markets. Some of these changes may strike at the heart of the financial 
system we’ve grown accustomed to and may significantly affect investors’ reactions. Finally, there is the growing challenge in the internation-
al arena to the long-time hegemony of the United States, particularly from China. Thirty years of globalization appears to be reversing on 
many fronts. Diminishment of U.S. power, the dollar falling out of favor, U.S. reluctance to defend its allies, and the growing prominence of 
dictatorial outlaw regimes are all developments that would threaten the long-term outlook for stock prices. Given the extreme variance in 
these potential outcomes and the anticipated volatility, it will be important to be opportunistically prepared as an investor.  
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Appendix:  Disclosure Information Regarding Composite Performance 
General 

Arcataur Capital Management LLC is an investment advisor.  Arcataur has prepared this report.  The information in this report has been developed 
internally and/or obtained from sources which Arcataur believes are reliable; however, Arcataur does not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy or 
completeness of such information nor do we guarantee the appropriateness of any strategy referred to for any particular investor.  Index information has 
been taken from public sources.  Past performance is not indicative of future results, as investment returns will vary from time to time depending upon 
market conditions and the composition of the composite portfolio.  Returns for individual investors will vary based on factors such as the account type, 
market value, cash flows and fees. 

Calculation Methodology 

The composites reflect dollar-weighted returns of individual accounts.  Arcataur composites may include some discounted or non-fee-paying accounts, 
which could cause the net return to be higher than it would be otherwise.  Arcataur uses the time-weighted internal rate of return formula (i.e., returns 
that include reinvested dividends and other income) to calculate performance for the accounts included in the composite.  Individual account returns are 
calculated on a time-weighted basis, linked daily, and include reinvestment of dividends and other such earnings.  Total return (return) is defined as the 
percentage change in market value (including interest and dividend income) adjusted for any client-directed cash flows.   A time-weighted, daily-linked 
method is used to calculate composite calendar quarter, annual, cumulative and annualized returns.  No leverage or derivatives have been used.  Cash is 
not included in the performance calculations for the Arcataur Large Capitalization Equity Portfolio Composite or the Arcataur Investment Grade Fixed 
Income Composite; Arcataur also does not allocate cash in the Arcataur Managed Balance Portfolio Composite to the equity or fixed income 
components when calculating performance for those components.  Cash is, however, included in the overall performance calculation for the Arcataur 
Managed Balance Portfolio Composite.   

Composites 

Mutual fund holdings are not included in composite results.  Exchange traded funds (ETFs) are included in composite results.  Mutual fund holdings 
typically are “unmanaged assets” and, therefore, are not included in composite results.  Exchange traded funds are designated as “managed assets” and, 
therefore, are included in the composite results. 

The Arcataur Large Capitalization Equity Composite consists of portions of all client accounts invested in accordance with the Arcataur Large 
Capitalization Equity Portfolio strategy (including ETFs). The Arcataur Small & Mid-Capitalization Equity Composites consist of portions of all client 
accounts invested in small & mid-capitalization equity securities (including ETFs). The Arcataur International Equity Composite consists of portions of 
all client accounts invested in international securities (including ETFs). The Arcataur Investment Grade Fixed Income Composite consists of portions of 
all client accounts invested in accordance with the Arcataur Investment Grade Fixed Income strategy. The Arcataur Managed Balance Composite 
consists of portions of all client accounts invested in accordance with the Arcataur Managed Balance strategy. 

Arcataur Composite Investment Performance for the 
3 Months, 12 Months, 3 Years and 5 Years Ended June 30, 2020 

*Total Equity is not an actual composite portfolio; rather, Total Equity represents a  
weighted average return of the Large Cap, Mid-Cap, Small Cap and International 
composites, and is only shown as an indication of potential overall equity perfor-
mance.  Total Equity does not represent any actual portfolio because it is made up 
of a weighted average return of all equity classes.  Please review complete disclo-
sure information below. 

Arcataur Composite Portfolio

3 months 12 months
3 yr. 

annualized
5 yr. 

annualized

Large Cap Direct Stock Equity 20.01% 5.53% 8.93% 8.74%

Large Cap Equity ETF 20.23% 7.73% 10.54% 10.56%

Benchmarks

Lipper Large Cap Core 19.40% 5.20% 8.90% 8.90%

S&P 500 20.54% 7.51% 10.73% 10.72%

S&P 100 20.80% 12.30% 12.50% 11.90%

Total Return

6/30/2020

Arcataur Composite Portfolio

3 months 12 months
3 yr. 

annualized
5 yr. 

annualized

Small Cap Equity 22.57% -11.35% 0.20% 3.92%

Mid-Cap Equity 24.18% -7.19% 2.39% 4.80%

Total Equity* 20.45% 0.90% 6.31% 7.32%

Benchmarks

Lipper Small Cap Core 22.50% -12.20% -3.10% 2.00%

S&P 600 21.94% -11.29% 0.56% 4.48%

Lipper Mid-Cap Core 20.90% -7.60% 1.80% 3.20%

S&P 400 24.07% -6.70% 2.39% 5.22%

Total Return

6/30/2020

Arcataur Composite Portfolio

3 months 12 months
3 yr. 

annualized
5 yr. 

annualized

Developed International Equity 15.96% -5.22% 0.09% 1.84%

Emerging International Equity 18.31% -4.75% 1.37% 1.74%

Total Equity* 20.45% 0.90% 6.31% 7.32%

Benchmarks

EAFE 14.88% -5.13% 0.81% 2.05%

MSCI Emerging Market Index 17.85% -4.26% 1.23% 2.42%

Total Return

6/30/2020

Arcataur Composite Portfolio

3 months 12 months
3 yr. 

annualized
5 yr. 

annualized

Fixed Income 4.70% 4.99% 3.27% 3.03%

Benchmarks

Bloomberg Barclays 1-5 (T/G/C) 1.77% 5.43% 3.49% 2.63%

Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate 2.90% 8.74% 5.32% 4.30%

Lipper Bond MF Avg. 6.00% 3.00% 3.10% 3.00%

Total Return

6/30/2020

Arcataur Composite Portfolio

3 months 12 months
3 yr. 

annualized
5 yr. 

annualized

Managed Balance 14.07% 2.62% 5.40% 5.88%

Benchmark

Lipper Balanced 13.10% 3.10% 5.10% 5.20%

60/40 Custom Index 13.28% 5.04% 6.55% 6.64%

Total Return

6/30/2020
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Appendix:  Disclosure Information Regarding Composite Performance (cont.) 

This Newsletter is for informational purposes only, and is meant for one-on-one discussions between Arcataur Capital Management LLC and its clients 
and prospects.  Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this Newsletter will 
come to pass.  Investors should not rely solely on the information contained in this Newsletter in making an investment decision, nor is the information 
in this Newsletter intended to be personalized investment advice.  Investors should consult with their own investment advisers regarding their individual 
investment programs.  Even though Arcataur Capital Management LLC uses its best efforts to compile its data from reliable sources, Arcataur does not 
warrant the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of any of the information it provides.  The material in this Newsletter may include forward looking 
statements based on Arcataur’s experience and expectations about the securities markets and the methods by which Arcataur expects to invest in those 
markets. Arcataur disclaims any intent or obligation to update these statements.  The forward looking statements are not guarantees of future 
performance and are subject to many risks, uncertainties and assumptions that are difficult to predict.  Moreover, there is no assurance that any 
projections, predictions, forward-looking statements or forecasts of investment performance will be realized.  Prospective clients should carefully 
consider those risks, in addition to other information, before deciding whether to invest in securities.  Actual investment returns could differ materially 
and adversely from those expressed or implied in any forward looking statements.  Prospective clients must conduct their own investigations of the 
merits and risks of an investment in securities. 

Copyright © 2020, Arcataur Capital Management LLC.  All rights reserved.  This material is proprietary and may not be reproduced, transferred or 
distributed in any form without prior written permission. 

Fees 

The Composite performance figures shown above, are “net” of advisory fees based upon a standard client fee paid during the period including any 
brokerage fees or commissions that have been incurred within the account.  Because the actual management fee paid by an individual client may have 
been higher or lower, the client’s net return may have been higher or lower.  The Arcataur Managed Balance composite is based on actual fees paid and 
may include some discounted or non-fee-paying accounts. The S&P 500® Index, S&P 100® Index, S&P 600® Index, the EAFE® index, the Bloomberg 
Barclays Aggregate Broad Investment Grade Index Treasury/Government/Credit (T/G/C), and the Bloomberg Barclays Investment Grade Index 
Treasury/Government/Credit (T/G/C) 1-5 Years returns do not include any fees; the Lipper Large Cap Core, Small Cap Core, Balanced Fund and 
Bond Fund Averages are net of fees. 

Indices and Benchmark Funds  

The Indices and Benchmark Funds are referred to for comparative purposes only and are not necessarily intended to parallel the risk or investment 
approach of the accounts included in the composites.  Arcataur believes that the Indices and Benchmark Funds selected for comparative purposes are 
appropriate measures given the investment approach.  However, the investment portfolios underlying the indices are different from the investment 
portfolios managed by Arcataur.  The Indices and Benchmark Funds shown are unmanaged, and investors are not able to invest directly in them.  The 
Indices and Benchmark Funds are considered to be generally representative, in terms of risk and exposure, of the various components as follows:   

Arcataur Large Capitalization Equity Portfolio - the S&P 500® Index, the S&P 100® Index and Lipper Large-Cap Core Average. 

Arcataur Investment Grade Fixed Income Portfolio – the Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate Broad Investment Grade Index (T/G/C), the Bloomberg 
Barclays Investment Grade Index (T/G/C) 1-5 Years and the Lipper Bond Mutual Fund Average.  

Arcataur Managed Balance Portfolio - Lipper Balanced Fund Average and 60/40 custom total return index which includes: 18% S&P 500, 18% S&P 100, 
9% S&P 400, 6% S&P 600, 6% EAFE, 3% MSCI-EM, 27% Bloomberg Barclays  (T/G/C) 1-5 and 13% Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate (T/G/C) broad 
index. 

If a client’s portfolio contains small cap exposure, the small cap performance is measured against the S&P 600® Index and Lipper Small Cap Core 
Average.  If a client’s portfolio contains mid-cap exposure, the mid-cap performance is measured against the S&P 400® Index and Lipper Mid-Cap Core 
Average.  If a client’s portfolio contains international exposure, the performance is measured against the EAFE index. If a client’s portfolio contains 
emerging market exposure, the performance is measured against the MSCI Emerging Market Index. 

With the exception of the Lipper Balanced Fund Average, the Lipper Large Cap Core Average, the Lipper Bond Mutual Fund Average, the Lipper Small 
Cap Core Average, and the Lipper Mid-Cap Core Average indices and benchmark funds shown reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings, 
but do not include transaction costs, management fees or other expenses of investing.   

The S&P 500 and S&P 100 are indices of Large-Cap domestic core companies as produced by Standard and Poor’s.  The S&P 400 and S&P 600 are 
indices of Mid-Cap and Small Cap domestic core companies, respectively as produced by Standard and Poor’s.  The MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australasia 
and Far East) Index is a stock market index that is designed to measure the equity market performance of developed markets outside of the U.S. & 
Canada. MSCI Emerging Markets ETF is an index composed of large- and mid-capitalization emerging market equities.  Both are maintained by MSCI 
Barra.   

Lipper, Inc., a subsidiary of Refinitiv (formerly Thomson Reuters), provides mutual fund comparisons for similar investment profiles.  The Lipper Large 
Cap core universe of mutual funds represents large-cap blend discipline of domestic companies compiled by Lipper, Inc.  The Lipper Small Cap core 
universe of mutual funds represents small-cap blend discipline of domestic companies compiled by Lipper, Inc. The Lipper Mid-Cap core universe of 
mutual funds represents mid-cap blend discipline of domestic companies compiled by Lipper, Inc.   The Lipper Balanced Fund universe of mutual funds 
represents funds that include multi-assets including stocks and bonds compiled by Lipper, Inc.  The Lipper taxable bond universe of mutual funds 
represents funds that include investment grade taxable domestic bonds compiled by Lipper, Inc.   


